


1. Using the Across and Down clues, write the correct words in the numbered grid
below.
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ACROSS
4. If you ______ something such as a plan or an 

idea, you suggest it for people to think about and 
decide upon.

7. If you describe an amount or quantity of something 
as ______, you are critical of it because it is very 
small or not enough.

10. If a dead person's body is ______d, it is taken out 
of the ground where it is buried, especially so that 
it can be examined in order to find out how the 
person died.

DOWN
1. If you ______ a particular expression or way of 

behaving, you start to look or behave in this way.
2. An ______ is an upward journey, especially when 

you are walking or climbing.
3. If you ______ that something is true or ______ 

about it, you develop an abstract idea or set of 
ideas about something in order to explain it.

5. A ______ is a scientist who studies Paleontology, 
which is the study of fossils as a guide to the 
history of life on Earth.
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11. A ______ object such as a knife or blade has a row 
of V-shaped points along the edge.

13. An ______ is a quality or feature that someone or 
something has.

17. A creature's ______ are the creatures that it hunts 
and eats in order to live.

19. A ______ is a meeting at which the discussions are 
kept secret. The meeting which is held to elect a 
new Pope is called a ______.

20. When people try to ______ a person who is in an 
important job or position, they try to remove him or 
her from that job or position.

6. When people or small animals ______ 
somewhere, they move there quickly and hurriedly, 
especially because they are frightened.

8. Plants, trees, and flowers can be referred to as 
______.

9. A ______ person is one who has a relative or close 
friend who has recently died.

12. If something ______s, it becomes worse in some 
way.

14. If you describe something as ______, you strongly 
disapprove of it because you think that it is rough 
and uncivilized.

15. If you ______ a quantity or value, you make an 
approximate judgment or calculation of it.

16. If you ______ or if you ______ a staircase, you 
move downwards from a higher to a lower level.

18. An ______ is someone who does something as a 
hobby and not as a job.

For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled
correctly and matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly
spelled word in the space by the question number.

2.
notched, toothed, sawtoothed

a. SIRRATED   b. SERRATED   c. CERRATED   d. SERRATEDE

3.
depose, overthrow, oust, remove

a. UNSEYT   b. UNNSEAT   c. UNSEAT   d. UFSEAT

4.
simulate, affect, adopt, put on

a. ASSUMEE   b. ASUME   c. ASSUM   d. ASSUME

5.
go down, come down, walk down, move down

a. DESCEND   b. DISCEND   c. DESCYND   d. DESEND

6.
decline, worsen, degenerate, fall

a. DTRIORAT   b. DETERIORATE   c. DETERIERATE   d. DETERIOREAT

7.
climbing, scaling, mounting, climb

a. ASCENT   b. ASENT   c. ASCENNT   d. ASCANT

8.
put forward, present, suggest, advance

a. PROPOSE   b. PROPOS   c. PROPOCE   d. PROPOSSE

9.
plants, flora, greenery, foliage

a. VEGETASSION   b. VEGETATION   c. VEGETATIOL   d. VEGETATON

10.
quality, point, mark, sign

a. ATTRIGUTE   b. ATTRIBUTE   c. ATRIBUTE   d. ATTRIBUT

11.
nonprofessional, outsider, layperson, layman or woman

a. AMATTEUR   b. AMATEIR   c. AMATUER   d. AMATEUR
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12.
mourning, suffering, grieving, lamenting

a. BEREIVED   b. BEREAVED   c. BERAIVED   d. BEREAVD

13.
speculate, conjecture, hypothesize, project

a. THORIZ   b. THEORIZE   c. THEORISE   d. THEERIZE

14.
quarry, game, kill

a. PHEY   b. PREEE   c. PLEY   d. PREY

15.
uncivilized, wild, rough, gross

a. BAGBAROUS   b. BARBAROWS   c. BARBAROS   d. BARBAROUS

16.
dig up, unearth, disinter, unbury

a. XHUM   b. XHUME   c. EXHUM   d. EXHUME

17.
little, insubstantial, small, poor

a. MAAGER   b. MEAGR   c. MEAGER   d. MEAGYR

18.

Now my childish image is of a ______ who has discovered his favorite dinosaur.

a. PALEONTOLOGISTE   b. PELEONTOLOGIST   c. PALEONTOLOGIST   
d. PALEONTOLOGST

19.
hurry, race, dash, fly

a. SCURRY   b. SCURY   c. SCURREE   d. SURRY

20.
calculate roughly, value, guess, judge

a. ESSTIMATE   b. ESTIMATE   c. ESTIMATEE   d. ESTIMEAT

21.
secret or private meeting, council, conference, congress

a. CONCLAVEE   b. CONCLAVE   c. CONCLAV   d. KONCLAVE

Choose the best option the completes the sentences below:

22. Taylor began his playing career as an ______ goalkeeper.
a. deteriorate   b. bereaved   c. scurry   d. conclave   e. amateur

23. The rations that they gave us were ______ and inadequate.
a. serrated   b. meager   c. descend   d. barbarous   e. unseat

24. Things are cooler and more damp as we ______ to the cellar.
a. descend   b. vegetation   c. assume   d. attribute   e. propose

25. Police are theorizing that the killers may be posing as hitchhikers.
a. exhume   b. theorize   c. estimate   d. ascent   e. prey

26. Byzantium certainly has its brutal and ______ moments.
a. barbarous   b. paleontologist   c. meager   d. deteriorate   e. paleontologist

27. Mr. Dinkins visited the ______ family to offer comfort.
a. assume   b. conclave   c. bereaved   d. theorize   e. prey

28. The inn has a garden of semi-tropical ______.
a. exhume   b. vegetation   c. propose   d. descend   e. scurry
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29. The door was closed on the other room where Hughes and his solicitor were in ______.
a. conclave   b. unseat   c. barbarous   d. serrated   e. ascent

30. Cruelty is a normal ______ of human behavior.
a. assume   b. estimate   c. attribute   d. amateur   e. conclave

31. Native Americans believed they could ______ the shape of animals.
a. assume   b. paleontologist   c. exhume   d. scurry   e. attribute

32. His remains have been ______d from a cemetery in Queens, New York City.
a. exhume   b. ascent   c. unseat   d. estimate   e. barbarous

33. It is still not clear who was behind Sunday's attempt to ______ the President.
a. deteriorate   b. unseat   c. vegetation   d. theorize   e. propose

34. These animals were the ______ of hyenas.
a. prey   b. amateur   c. meager   d. bereaved   e. serrated

35. Try to ______ how many steps it will take to get to a close object.
a. scurry   b. estimate   c. descend   d. paleontologist   e. propose

36. He led the first ______ of Kangchenjunga, the world's third highest mountain.
a. meager   b. conclave   c. ascent   d. bereaved   e. barbarous

37. A good ______ can reconstruct a dinosaur from one of its toes.
a. prey   b. amateur   c. serrated   d. paleontologist   e. ascent

38. There are fears that the situation might ______ into full-scale war.
a. exhume   b. descend   c. vegetation   d. deteriorate   e. assume

39. Britain is about to ______ changes to some institutions.
a. theorize   b. attribute   c. unseat   d. deteriorate   e. propose

40. The attack began, sending residents ______ing for cover.
a. descend   b. estimate   c. prey   d. scurry   e. assume

41. Bread knives should have a ______ edge.
a. conclave   b. theorize   c. serrated   d. bereaved   e. deteriorate
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42. Find the hidden words. The words have been placed horizontally, vertically, or
diagonally. When you locate a word, draw a circle around it.

propose assume attribute vegetation paleontologist
ascent conclave estimate serrated amateur
barbarous scurry meager unseat exhume
theorize bereaved deteriorate descend prey
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43. In each line of text below there is one word that has been misspelled. Circle the
misspelled word and then write the correct spelling of the word on the line on the right
side of the page.

Coyot Enters the Upper World 1.
It is said that, long ago, Native Americans could assum the shapes of 2.
animals. The Coyot was their favorite shape because he was the 3.
shrewdest of all the animals. He was not as big as a Grizzly Bear. Yn fact, 4.
his meager bodee looked more like that of a small dog. He was, however, 5.
an master of magic and a clever trickster. 6.
One day, Coyote overheard an conclave of the animals. They were 7.
engaged in an argument ovir who was the most powerful. When the 8.
arguments grew fierce and the behavier downright barbarous, Coyote 9.
entered the cecret meeting and proposed a test. Whoever was brave 10.
enough to climb tha tallest pine to the Eagle's nest would be named 11.
most powerfull. 12.
One by one, the animals tried. Red Squirrel, always in a for, forgot what 13.
he was doing halfwae up and scurried down in a flash. Grizzly Bear's 14.
great weight almost snapped the trunk of the tree, forcing him backe 15.
down. Little Black Bear might have been successful, but Coyot used 16.
magic to make the tretop and nest rise higher and higher. 17.
When et was Coyote's turn, he took on his human shape and warned the 18.
other animals not to watch him climb, as it would cause him to lose hiz 19.
powers. At first, Coyote climbed rapidly, but soon he waikened. "Look 20.
away!" Coyote shouted when he saw the animals looking upp at him. 21.
They obeyd, and Coyote resumed his ascent. Once again however, his 22.
powers began to deterioreat. Oh, how he wished he had not made the 23.
tree taller! Coyote kept climbing until he passed through an cloud and 24.
into the Upper World. There he mat two spiders whom he recognized as 25.
his grandfathirs. 26.
Coyote returned to his animal form sow that his grandfathers would 27.
know him. Then hee explained what had happened and why he was too 28.
weak to return to earth on his own. Th grandfathers handed Coyote a 29.
silver thread to lower himself through the clouds and doun to earth. 30.
Coyot was not eager to descend to earth, but he held tight and slowly 31.
returned too earth. 32.
One the ground, the other animals were sure Coyote was dead. When 33.
Coyote saw his bereaved friends, he told them that the tim of the 34.
humans was nearing. From that time on, no one wood be allowed to 35.
return from the Upper World. The animals listened attentiveli, for 36.
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Coyote proved to be tha most powerful of all. 37.



1. Using the Across and Down clues, write the correct words in the numbered grid
below.
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ACROSS
4. If you ______ something such as a plan or an 

idea, you suggest it for people to think about and 
decide upon.

7. If you describe an amount or quantity of something 
as ______, you are critical of it because it is very 
small or not enough.

10. If a dead person's body is ______d, it is taken out 
of the ground where it is buried, especially so that 
it can be examined in order to find out how the 
person died.

DOWN
1. If you ______ a particular expression or way of 

behaving, you start to look or behave in this way.
2. An ______ is an upward journey, especially when 

you are walking or climbing.
3. If you ______ that something is true or ______ 

about it, you develop an abstract idea or set of 
ideas about something in order to explain it.

5. A ______ is a scientist who studies Paleontology, 
which is the study of fossils as a guide to the 
history of life on Earth.
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11. A ______ object such as a knife or blade has a row 
of V-shaped points along the edge.

13. An ______ is a quality or feature that someone or 
something has.

17. A creature's ______ are the creatures that it hunts 
and eats in order to live.

19. A ______ is a meeting at which the discussions are 
kept secret. The meeting which is held to elect a 
new Pope is called a ______.

20. When people try to ______ a person who is in an 
important job or position, they try to remove him or 
her from that job or position.

6. When people or small animals ______ 
somewhere, they move there quickly and hurriedly, 
especially because they are frightened.

8. Plants, trees, and flowers can be referred to as 
______.

9. A ______ person is one who has a relative or close 
friend who has recently died.

12. If something ______s, it becomes worse in some 
way.

14. If you describe something as ______, you strongly 
disapprove of it because you think that it is rough 
and uncivilized.

15. If you ______ a quantity or value, you make an 
approximate judgment or calculation of it.

16. If you ______ or if you ______ a staircase, you 
move downwards from a higher to a lower level.

18. An ______ is someone who does something as a 
hobby and not as a job.

For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled
correctly and matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly
spelled word in the space by the question number.

2. b

notched, toothed, sawtoothed

a. SIRRATED   b. SERRATED   c. CERRATED   d. SERRATEDE

3. c

depose, overthrow, oust, remove

a. UNSEYT   b. UNNSEAT   c. UNSEAT   d. UFSEAT

4. d

simulate, affect, adopt, put on

a. ASSUMEE   b. ASUME   c. ASSUM   d. ASSUME

5. a

go down, come down, walk down, move down

a. DESCEND   b. DISCEND   c. DESCYND   d. DESEND

6. b

decline, worsen, degenerate, fall

a. DTRIORAT   b. DETERIORATE   c. DETERIERATE   d. DETERIOREAT

7. a

climbing, scaling, mounting, climb

a. ASCENT   b. ASENT   c. ASCENNT   d. ASCANT

8. a

put forward, present, suggest, advance

a. PROPOSE   b. PROPOS   c. PROPOCE   d. PROPOSSE

9. b

plants, flora, greenery, foliage

a. VEGETASSION   b. VEGETATION   c. VEGETATIOL   d. VEGETATON

10. b

quality, point, mark, sign

a. ATTRIGUTE   b. ATTRIBUTE   c. ATRIBUTE   d. ATTRIBUT

11. d

nonprofessional, outsider, layperson, layman or woman

a. AMATTEUR   b. AMATEIR   c. AMATUER   d. AMATEUR
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12. b

mourning, suffering, grieving, lamenting

a. BEREIVED   b. BEREAVED   c. BERAIVED   d. BEREAVD

13. b

speculate, conjecture, hypothesize, project

a. THORIZ   b. THEORIZE   c. THEORISE   d. THEERIZE

14. d

quarry, game, kill

a. PHEY   b. PREEE   c. PLEY   d. PREY

15. d

uncivilized, wild, rough, gross

a. BAGBAROUS   b. BARBAROWS   c. BARBAROS   d. BARBAROUS

16. d

dig up, unearth, disinter, unbury

a. XHUM   b. XHUME   c. EXHUM   d. EXHUME

17. c

little, insubstantial, small, poor

a. MAAGER   b. MEAGR   c. MEAGER   d. MEAGYR

18. c

Now my childish image is of a ______ who has discovered his favorite dinosaur.

a. PALEONTOLOGISTE   b. PELEONTOLOGIST   c. PALEONTOLOGIST   
d. PALEONTOLOGST

19. a

hurry, race, dash, fly

a. SCURRY   b. SCURY   c. SCURREE   d. SURRY

20. b

calculate roughly, value, guess, judge

a. ESSTIMATE   b. ESTIMATE   c. ESTIMATEE   d. ESTIMEAT

21. b

secret or private meeting, council, conference, congress

a. CONCLAVEE   b. CONCLAVE   c. CONCLAV   d. KONCLAVE

Choose the best option the completes the sentences below:

22. e Taylor began his playing career as an ______ goalkeeper.
a. deteriorate   b. bereaved   c. scurry   d. conclave   e. amateur

23. b The rations that they gave us were ______ and inadequate.
a. serrated   b. meager   c. descend   d. barbarous   e. unseat

24. a Things are cooler and more damp as we ______ to the cellar.
a. descend   b. vegetation   c. assume   d. attribute   e. propose

25. b Police are theorizing that the killers may be posing as hitchhikers.
a. exhume   b. theorize   c. estimate   d. ascent   e. prey

26. a Byzantium certainly has its brutal and ______ moments.
a. barbarous   b. paleontologist   c. meager   d. deteriorate   e. paleontologist

27. c Mr. Dinkins visited the ______ family to offer comfort.
a. assume   b. conclave   c. bereaved   d. theorize   e. prey

28. b The inn has a garden of semi-tropical ______.
a. exhume   b. vegetation   c. propose   d. descend   e. scurry
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29. a The door was closed on the other room where Hughes and his solicitor were in ______.
a. conclave   b. unseat   c. barbarous   d. serrated   e. ascent

30. c Cruelty is a normal ______ of human behavior.
a. assume   b. estimate   c. attribute   d. amateur   e. conclave

31. a Native Americans believed they could ______ the shape of animals.
a. assume   b. paleontologist   c. exhume   d. scurry   e. attribute

32. a His remains have been ______d from a cemetery in Queens, New York City.
a. exhume   b. ascent   c. unseat   d. estimate   e. barbarous

33. b It is still not clear who was behind Sunday's attempt to ______ the President.
a. deteriorate   b. unseat   c. vegetation   d. theorize   e. propose

34. a These animals were the ______ of hyenas.
a. prey   b. amateur   c. meager   d. bereaved   e. serrated

35. b Try to ______ how many steps it will take to get to a close object.
a. scurry   b. estimate   c. descend   d. paleontologist   e. propose

36. c He led the first ______ of Kangchenjunga, the world's third highest mountain.
a. meager   b. conclave   c. ascent   d. bereaved   e. barbarous

37. d A good ______ can reconstruct a dinosaur from one of its toes.
a. prey   b. amateur   c. serrated   d. paleontologist   e. ascent

38. d There are fears that the situation might ______ into full-scale war.
a. exhume   b. descend   c. vegetation   d. deteriorate   e. assume

39. e Britain is about to ______ changes to some institutions.
a. theorize   b. attribute   c. unseat   d. deteriorate   e. propose

40. d The attack began, sending residents ______ing for cover.
a. descend   b. estimate   c. prey   d. scurry   e. assume

41. c Bread knives should have a ______ edge.
a. conclave   b. theorize   c. serrated   d. bereaved   e. deteriorate
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42. Find the hidden words. The words have been placed horizontally, vertically, or
diagonally. When you locate a word, draw a circle around it.

propose assume attribute vegetation paleontologist
ascent conclave estimate serrated amateur
barbarous scurry meager unseat exhume
theorize bereaved deteriorate descend prey
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43. In each line of text below there is one word that has been misspelled. Circle the
misspelled word and then write the correct spelling of the word on the line on the right
side of the page.

Coyot Enters the Upper World 1. Coyote
It is said that, long ago, Native Americans could assum the shapes of 2. assume
animals. The Coyot was their favorite shape because he was the 3. Coyote
shrewdest of all the animals. He was not as big as a Grizzly Bear. Yn fact, 4. In
his meager bodee looked more like that of a small dog. He was, however, 5. body
an master of magic and a clever trickster. 6. a
One day, Coyote overheard an conclave of the animals. They were 7. a
engaged in an argument ovir who was the most powerful. When the 8. over
arguments grew fierce and the behavier downright barbarous, Coyote 9. behavior
entered the cecret meeting and proposed a test. Whoever was brave 10. secret
enough to climb tha tallest pine to the Eagle's nest would be named 11. the
most powerfull. 12. powerful
One by one, the animals tried. Red Squirrel, always in a for, forgot what 13. fog
he was doing halfwae up and scurried down in a flash. Grizzly Bear's 14. halfway
great weight almost snapped the trunk of the tree, forcing him backe 15. back
down. Little Black Bear might have been successful, but Coyot used 16. Coyote
magic to make the tretop and nest rise higher and higher. 17. treetop
When et was Coyote's turn, he took on his human shape and warned the 18. it
other animals not to watch him climb, as it would cause him to lose hiz 19. his
powers. At first, Coyote climbed rapidly, but soon he waikened. "Look 20. weakened
away!" Coyote shouted when he saw the animals looking upp at him. 21. up
They obeyd, and Coyote resumed his ascent. Once again however, his 22. obeyed
powers began to deterioreat. Oh, how he wished he had not made the 23. deteriorate
tree taller! Coyote kept climbing until he passed through an cloud and 24. a
into the Upper World. There he mat two spiders whom he recognized as 25. met
his grandfathirs. 26. grandfathers
Coyote returned to his animal form sow that his grandfathers would 27. so
know him. Then hee explained what had happened and why he was too 28. he
weak to return to earth on his own. Th grandfathers handed Coyote a 29. The
silver thread to lower himself through the clouds and doun to earth. 30. down
Coyot was not eager to descend to earth, but he held tight and slowly 31. Coyote
returned too earth. 32. to
One the ground, the other animals were sure Coyote was dead. When 33. On
Coyote saw his bereaved friends, he told them that the tim of the 34. time
humans was nearing. From that time on, no one wood be allowed to 35. would
return from the Upper World. The animals listened attentiveli, for 36. attentively
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Coyote proved to be tha most powerful of all. 37. the
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